COMPARISON

**ADAS Packages**

**Windshield Repair / Replacement Shops**

**LDW Calibration Package**
Lane Departure Warning Targets - Part #LDWPACKAGE

**Collision & Specialty Repair / Wheel Alignment Shops**

**Complete Calibration Package**
AVM - RCW - BSD - NV Calibration - Part #ADASCOMPLETE

**Passive Feature**
Alert for Potential Problem

**Active Feature**
Avoid Collision by Control

**LDW**
Lane Departure Warning

**ACC**
Adaptive Cruise Control

**RCW**
Rear Collision Warning

**BSD**
Blind Spot Detection

**AVM**
Around View Monitoring

**NVS**
Night Vision System

**Active Feature**
Avoid Collision by Control

**LDW**
Lane Keeping Assist

**ACC**
Automatic Emergency Braking

**RCW**
Automatic Parking

**BSD**
Blind Spot Intervention

**AVM**
Pedestrian Protection System

**NVS**
Adaptive Front Lighting

**ADAS Calibration Tools Patent Pending**
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